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Laser-Driven Atomic Pump
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We propose a laser-driven pump for atomic transport through carbon nanotubes. A two
beam coherent control is used to inject carrier population into the lowest unoccupied nan-
otube bands, which isanisotropic in momentum space. The resulting electron current moves
intercalated atoms along the tube. This system is a unique prototype of a single atom de-
position machine which overcomes the loading problem of the scanning tunneling microscope.
[S0031-9007(99)09502-2]

PACS numbers: 78.20.Jq, 61.48.+c, 66.30.Qa, 85.40.Ux
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The demonstrated manipulation and deposition of ind
vidual atoms on surfaces with the tip of a scanning tu
neling microscope (STM) [1,2] have opened a new era
nanotechnology. The STM enables us to study and mo
ify nanostructures on the atomic scale [3,4] and to e
plore biomolecules [5]. The limitation of this techniqu
to transport only single atoms prevents us from asse
bling larger structures. A “continuous STM” would offe
a significant improvement here. Similar micromachine
commonly called “molecular motors” [6], can transpo
ions, atoms and molecules through membranes in bioc
or along their tubular cytoskeleton [7].

The recently discovered nanotubes of carbon [8] a
other materials [9] are formed with various diamete
and chiralities, and their electronic structure varies fro
semiconducting to metallic [10–12]. The morphology o
the hollow tubes provides an excellent possibility to crea
a nanometer-scale “fountain pen” (pump) with atom
filling. Isolated nanotubes can be filled [13] and nanotu
ropes reversibly intercalated [14] during synthesis. T
intercalated atoms usually condense into rather immob
aggregates [9,15]. To realize an atomic pump, a ne
mechanism is needed to move these atoms along
tubes, which could work similar to the mechanism o
electron drag by hot carriers [16].

In applied dc electric fields, electromigration [17–19
has been shown to set atoms into motion. Partly ioniz
atoms are driven by the direct forceFd due to the external
field that is locally modified at the atomic site, and b
the wind forceFw caused by the reflection of conduction
electrons from these atoms. SinceFd usually dominates
Fw [18,19], generation of a force to set intercalate
atoms into motion would require applying large dc biase
especially for atoms trapped at defects.

More efficient and qualitatively different driving could
be realized if the atoms would take better advantage
the large unidirectional momenta and energy carried
the hot electrons. This type of driving can be realize
in photovoltaic materials with no inversion symmetry
where a dc current of hot electrons can be generated
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light. Only recently, a way has been shown to genera
a net electric current by light in semiconductors [20,21
irrespective of their crystal symmetry. Generation o
hot carriers with asymmetric population of moment
6k, yielding such a current, was induced by quantu
interference of one- and two-photon excitations wit
respective frequencies2v0 andv0. The direction of the
current iscoherently controlled by the relative phase of
the two laser beams. Since no special crystal symme
is required, a current can be generated in the sa
way in isolated [22] and bundled [23] single-wall an
multiwall carbon nanotubes with different geometrical an
electronic structures. This current may displace an add
atom in the nanotube, as schematically depicted in Fig.
by exerting on it the wind forceFw, due to the absorption
of electron momenta. The direct forceFd , caused here by
a local charge buildup due to electrons reflected from t
atom, is much smaller thanFw.

Here we explore this idea of atomic driving in the
�10, 10� carbon nanotube [24]. The model Hamiltonian

barr

A A0 0

FIG. 1. Functional scheme of a nanotube-based atomic pump.
Combined laser excitation at frequencies v0 and 2v0 induces
a current J in the tube, which exerts the wind force Fw on
an atom carrying the net charge Zd . Reflected carriers build
up a charge 6DQ, which generates a local field causing a
direct force Fd to act on the atom. The atomic motion in
the tube occurs on a potential energy surface with activation
barriers Ebarr .
© 1999 The American Physical Society 5373
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FIG. 2. Schematic of laser-induced one- and two-photon
transitions at the respective energies 2h̄v0 (long-dashed lines)
and h̄v0 (dashed lines) between the crossing bands of a
�10, 10� carbon nanotube. Because of coherent mixing of these
processes connecting the same states, the generation at the
right-hand side of the crossing points 6kF exceeds that on the
left-hand side, resulting in a nonzero current along the tube.

with bands crossing at EF (see Fig. 2), is

H �
X

a�61,62;k

6h̄kyFc1
a,kca,k 1 Hel-tw

2
e
c

A�t�
X
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�y1726�k�c1
17,kc26,k 1 H.c.�

1
X
k

�Vs
at�k, k̄, t�c1

17,kc26,k̄ 1 H.c.� 1 Hel-at�t� .

(1)

The summation over the wave vector k extends near the
two Fermi points 6kF in the one-dimensional Brillouin
zone of the tube. k̄ is center symmetric to k with respect
to the closest 6kF . The index a � 61, 62 denotes the
bands, with the sign indicating the direction of the intra-
band velocity. Hel-tw describes the scattering of electrons
by twistons [25] and other excitations. The third term
describes interband transitions; A�t� � Av0e

2i�v0t1uv0 � 1

A2v0e
2i�2v0t1u2v0 � 1 c.c. is the component along the tube

axis of the vector potential for the laser fields, and
y1726�k� � �k, 1 7 j�2ih̄�me�=axisjk, 26� are interband
velocity matrix elements. The last two terms in Eq. (1)
describe the scattering of electrons by the atom and the
dynamical charge transfer to the atom.

The lowest bands of the �10, 10� tube near the Fermi
points 6kF are shown schematically in Fig. 2, with the
populated regions for Ek , EF emphasized by thick lines.
We show only the one- and two-photon transitions at the
respective frequencies 2v0 and v0, connecting the same
states; one-photon transitions at v0, not contributing to
current, are neglected. Coherent mixing of the transition
amplitudes for the one- and two-photon transitions can be
controlled to yield different generation rates to the left
and to the right of the Fermi points 6kF , symbolized by
the different diameter of the half-circles, resulting in a
nonzero current J .

In the rotating-wave approximation, the coherent sum
of the one- and two-photon terms gives, for the effective
5374
generation field at k to the right of 6kF [26],

Aeff�k� � A2v0e
2iu2v0 1

dy�k�
h̄v0

e
c

�Av0e
2iuv0 �2. (2)

Only the crossing bands in Fig. 2 were included as virtual
states in the two-photon part of Eq. (2) [26], where
dy�k� � 2yF is the difference of the final (bands 12,
22) and initial (bands 21, 11) state velocities at k.
The analogous expression for Aeff�k̄� at k̄ to the left of
6kF uses dy�k̄� � 22yF . Therefore, the amplitudes of
jAeffj at k and k̄, and thus the generation rates there,
can be different, and the resulting population imbalance of
momenta near 6kF creates a current. The direction and
magnitude of this current are controlled by the phases uv0 ,
u2v0 and the sign of the prefactor dy�k�, which is largely
material independent. Consequently, the direction of the
current that drives atoms in the pump can be controlled in
single-wall and multiwall nanotubes or nanotube ropes.

The photogenerated current J , shown in Fig. 1, can be
calculated from the Boltzmann equation in the relaxation
time approximation [26,27]. In steady state it is given by

J �
2e
h̄2 s2

fttr . (3)

Here all bands in Fig. 2 and the two spin orientations
are included, and ttr is the transport time in the tube.
s

2
f is the product of the one- and two-photon terms in

�e�c�2jAeff�k�j2 and of jy2211�k�j2, yielding

s2
f �

4e3yF

c3h̄v0
jy2211�k�j2A2v0 �Av0 �

2cos�du� , (4)

where the relative phase du � u2v0 2 2uv0 controls the
direction of J . It is convenient to introduce the difference
Dn in density of electrons traveling “ right” and “ left.”
Taking into account the contributions from all states near
EF , Dn is related to the current by J � 4eyFDn, which
yields Dn � s

2
fttr��2h̄2yF�.

To sustain atomic motion within the atomic pump, the
force F due to the current J must be sufficiently large.
Generation of such large forces F requires strong light
intensities, excessively heating the tube. The absorbed
power P depends in a linear way on the laser intensities
Iv0 and I2v0 , whereas F is proportional to the product

Iv0I
1�2
2v0

. Therefore, the F�P ratio can be maximized using
shorter laser pulses at higher intensities. The driving can
also be increased by decreasing the frequency v0, since
the factor A2v0�Av0 �2�v0 in Eq. (4) gives s

2
f ~ v

24
0 . In

semiconducting nanotubes, one-photon absorption at v0
can be suppressed by tuning v0 in the gap, which changes
the absorbed power dependence to P ~ I2

v0
. Therefore,

both Iv0 and the ratio F�P can be sharply increased.
Our numerical estimates show that Iv0 � I2v0 �

100 kW�cm2 at h̄v0 � 100 meV are reasonable values
for these laser intensities. The interband velocity matrix
elements are estimated to be jy2211�k�j � yF � 1 nm�fs
[25,26], and the transport time due to scattering on
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twistons is roughly ttr � 300�T �K� ps. This value is
based on the resistance of several ropes [25], extrapo-
lated to a single tube. Then, using Eq. (4), we obtain
s

2
f � 0.47 �meV�2. At T � 300 K, Eq. (3) yields the

current J � 0.38 mA and the electron density difference
Dn � 0.6 3 1023 nm21 in the empty tube.

When intercalated in a nanotube, atoms often become
partly ionized. The close similarity between fullerenes,
nanotubes, and graphite also suggests that the interaction
energies between atoms and these sp2 bonded systems
are similar [28]. Therefore we use the potential energy
barriers Ebarr and net charges Zd of atoms encapsulated
in C60 [29] also for nanotubes. In the following, we
consider Lithium atoms with Zd � 10.6e and Ebarr �
0.12 eV. Calculations show that the tube band structure
is not deformed much by the added atom. The chemical
potential, however, shifts locally [15], thus attracting
the delocalized transferred electrons and consequently
screening the atom potential to a value Vs

at [30]. Further
contribution to screening comes from the injected carriers
that are also partly reflected by Vs

at [17]. In absence
of experimental data, we assume R � 0.1 as a plausible
value for the reflection coefficient of electrons on Vs

at.
This electron reflection generates a net wind force

on the intercalated atom. The momentum trans-
ferred within a unit length l0 of the tube is dp�l0 �
�2h̄dk� �4Dn�R � �8h̄v0�yF� �Dn�R, where dk � k 2

k̄. Based on the parameter values determined above,
the momentum transferred per unit time yields Fw �
�dp�l0�yF � �4v0�h̄yF�s2

fttrR � 44 meV�nm for the
wind force and Fw ~ T21 for its temperature dependence.
The effect of Fw on a partly ionized atom can be viewed
as equivalent to a fictitious electric field, which in our
case has a value �e�Zd�44 V�mm.

Electrons reflected from the intercalated atom build
up a local excess charge DQ6 � 62e�Dn�lmfpR, sepa-
rated about half of the mean-free path lmfp � yFttr
from the atom. Neglecting screening, the re-
sulting dipole creates locally an electric field
E � 216e�Dn�R�lmfp . The Li atom carrying a
charge Zd � 10.6e experiences a direct force Fd �
ZdE � 8Zdes

2
fR��h̄yF�2 � 20.8 meV�nm. Since the

ratio Fw�Fd � h̄v0ttryF�2Zde can be tuned to be very
large (�58 here), our situation differs from the case of dc
bias driving, where Fd dominates or is comparable to Fw

both in bulk semiconductors [18] and metals [19].
The dynamics of the intercalated atom, as it diffuses

along (across) the tube, is also influenced by the time
dependence of Vs

at�t� and Hel-at�t�. In the transition state
of hopping, the atom may block the electron transport
more efficiently, thus modifying R and consequently the
net force F � Fw 1 Fd , and form new electron tunneling
channels for transport. As these effects are very difficult
to estimate quantitatively, we neglect them and evaluate
the average drift velocity of the added atom using steady-
state forces.
In the presence of the current J , the barriers for inter-
site hopping Ebarr are shifted by the product of the net
force on the atom F and the vector of length lt � 1.42 Å
that connects neighboring sites. Consequently, hop-
ping rates towards left and towards right are given
by nL,R � n0 exp�2�Ebarr 6 Flt���kBT ��, where n0 �
��2Ebarr���matl2

t ��1�2 is the atomic vibration frequency
(n0 � 1.5 3 1013 s21 for Li). This yields the drift
velocity

�yat� � �nL 2 nR�lt �
2n0Fl2

t

kBT
exp

µ
2

Ebarr

kBT

∂
. (5)

The drift velocity �yat� of the Li atom, given by Eq. (5), is
shown in Fig. 3 as a function of temperature. It grows fast
at low temperatures, reaches a maximum at T � 700 K,
and then decreases slowly. At T � 300 K, �yat� is more
than 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the speed of
broadening of the atom distribution by diffusion.

Exposure to the intense laser fields heats the nanotube,
thus affecting the atomic transport. We estimate the av-
erage tube temperature T for laser pulses of duration
tp that repeat with a period of trep � 1 s. Assuming
that in graphite radiation penetrates the topmost 30 lay-
ers, then a surface area s1 of the tube should absorb
the power P � �Iv0 1 I2v0� �s1�15� �tp�trep�. Because of
their mesoscopic nature, carbon nanotubes have limited
emissivity in the long wavelength region. If approxi-
mated by a blackbody, power radiated out yields in steady
state P � sT 4s1, where s � 5.67 3 1028 W m22 K24

is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. For the above in-
tensities, the dependence of the tube temperature T �
�2.35tp� fs��1�4 K on the pulse length tp is shown by
the dashed line on the right-hand vertical scale of Fig. 3.
The average atomic displacement during this laser pulse
is �x� � �yat�tp . Thus tp � 15-ms-long pulses raise the
tube temperature to T � 430 K and cause displacements
of �x� � 0.3 mm, comparable to the tube length.

FIG. 3. The temperature dependence of the average drift
velocity �yat� of a Li atom in a nanotube is given by the solid
line. The relationship between the tube temperature T and the
duration tp of the laser pulse (right-hand vertical scale) is given
by the dashed line.
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Electrons excited by laser to the energy
h̄v0 � 100 meV above EF may also scatter inelas-
tically from the intercalated atom and thus “heat” it
above the tube temperature T [31]. Assuming that the
atom thermally equilibrates after each hop, which occurs
statistically every tb � exp�Ebarr�kBT ��n0 � 7 ps at
T � 300 K, it can absorb several phonons of the energy
hn0 � 58 meV � Ebarr�2. Its “ temperature,” thus raised
by tens to hundreds of degrees Kelvin above T , enters
into the exponent of the activation factor in Eq. (5). This
causes a significant increase of the velocity �yat�, in
particular at low T or in the case of stronger driving, and
it can also dramatically improve atom detachment from
various tube imperfections.

Large defects, such as bamboo closures within multi-
wall tubes, obviously block atomic transport and must
be eliminated by destroying the corresponding nanotube
section. Charge accumulating at the tube ends also acts
as a defect by generating an additional direct force F̃d

that drags positively charged atoms in the same direc-
tion as Fw . This charge is continuously released by
electrons or ions entering and leaving the tube. Con-
sequently, tube ends and other small defects act as a
rather soft trap potential V �x�, yielding a distribution
rat�x� ~ exp�2V �x��kBT � of aggregated atoms. Thermal
fluctuations of trapped atoms at the aggregate boundaries
can be largely augmented by the absorption of phonons
from hot electrons. The combined effect of atom detach-
ing/driving by two laser beams might also be achieved
if one laser beam (hot electron detaching) and a dc bias
(driving by Fd) are applied to the nanotube.

In summary, we have proposed a molecular pump with
a (carbon) nanotube body. Excitation of the nanotube by
two laser beams in a coherent control scheme generates
an electron current, which drives intercalated atoms by
the wind force Fw . The temperature dependence of the
drift velocity yat for a Li atom shows a pronounced
maximum at �yat� � 25 nm�ms. The detachment rate
and the drift velocity of the atom can be enhanced
by inelastic scattering of hot electrons. The pump can
be used for a semicontinuous deposition of atoms on
surfaces. Two beam irradiation of surfaces may also be
used to locally control diffusion at surfaces [32] and inside
layered or porous materials [33].
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